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ABSTRACT
This stucly examined. vhether significant relationships exist betveen
vertical jr:mp and reach performance (represented by both the height of
the jr:np and a ratio composed of vertical iunp height divided by the
subjeetrs height lJurp height/height ratio]) and sprint speed in four
d.ifferent swirming strokes. Tkenty-three Cornelf UniversitY nafe
varsity swim team members perforned three trial-s of the verticaf Jtmp and.
reach and. three trial-s of eaeh of the four strokes. The Jump and reach
was measured. to the nearest one-hal-f inch and ttre sprints vere measured
to the nearest one-hr:ndred.th of a second. All- trials of each test vere
administered. on the same d.ay. fntraclass reliability estimates, determined
by analysis of vari.ance, subjects by trials d.esign' were dete:mined
to be acceptable for eaeh of the tests adrrinisf,srsfl. Significant
negative Pearson product-moment correlations were determined between
vertical jr:ntrl and. reach perfor:nanee and each of the four strokes as well
as between the Jr.mp height/height ratio and each of the four strokes.
fherefore, the nuJ-l ffirotheses that there wou1d be no significa^nt
correl-ations betr+een either vertical jump and reaeh performance and
each of the for.rr strokes or the jump height/freieht ratio and. each of the
four strokes vere rejected at the .0! Ieve1 of significance. Since the
resr:lts ind,icated. that there vere significant rel-ationships between
vertical jump and reach performance and sprint speed, a classification
system for determining swi:nning performance vas recormended.
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ChaPter 1
INTRODUCTION
For the past 50 years, coaches in most sports have been concerned with
developing new types of training prograns. This endless search for
rrsomething bettertr has not been wlthout results. Many new ideas have
proven to be useful and concepts such as interval training, repetltlve
training, progressi.ve weight traiuing, and the like have been developed
(Counsilman, 1968).
One of the sports that has ploneered many of these nehl concepts,
either by flrst conceiving them or by first enploying them regularly' is
swimming. Leaders ln the swimrling field, such as Counsilman, have
contributed numerous ideas and theories on specific trainlng nethods.
Interval and repetitive training, especially, have galned valldity and
widespread acceptance after they were shown to produce signlflcant
decreases ln sw{'nming times (Counsl-1man, 1968).
The problem ls no longer merely how to traln a distance swlmer or
a sprinterl those soluEions are becoming more and more obvious. The more
taxing questlon 1s how to determlne, more exactly, ln which events a
swLnrmer shouLd be placed to make best use of his or her Ealents. Does the
swin'mer have more potentl.al as a sprinter, a middle distance swirmer, or a
dlstance sw{nrmer? These are the questlons that face the coach. The
problen now is to find an accurate predictor of swiming ability.
Counsilman (1977) has suggested that a swi-merls performance on the
vertlcal junp and reach test can be used to determine for whlch events he
or she is best sulted. Another possibi.lity as an indicator may be a
modification of Sargentrs (1921) orlginal efficlency index for his rrphyslcal
test of a man.rr Instead of multiplying weight times junp height and
dividing by the subjectrs helght, the modiflcation divides only the jump
height by the subjectrs height to obtain a ratio (jump height/height
ratio). This ratlo might be more accurate than jump height alone because
it takes the subjectrs size i-nto account. Obviously, a person who junps
60% of hls or her own height is performing relatively betEer than one who
jumps 40:l of his or her own height regardless of the actual height of the
junp.
Thus, the purpose of thi.s study Lras to determine whether a significant
relationship existed between vertical jump and reach height and spri.nting
speed in the four competitive swirming strokes, and whether a significant
relationship existed between the junp height/height ratio and sprinting
speed in the four competitive swimting strokes. A subproblem l,las to
develop a classification nethod for swimrners based on their vertical jump
and reach performance, or the junp height/height ratio, if a significant
relationship did exist.
Scope of the Problem
Tbenty-three volunteer male undergraduate students on the L978-L979
varsity swj.m tearn of Cornell Uni.versity, Ithaca, New York, were tested on
performance in the vertical jump and reach and then timed for 25-yard
sprints in the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly.
Each subject was given three trials in the vertical junp and reach as
well as in each of the strokes. In order to ascertain maximr:ru performance,
the higher junp of trials two and three and the fastest sprint trlal of
each stroke were considered to be the criterion score (Counsilnan, L977;
Snith, 1978). Tests were administered during the final week of the
stlimming season since it would be expected that the swirmrers would reach
thelr peak perfornance at that time. The junp height/height ratio was
also compared to the criterla for the sprint tests. This rati.o was a
modi.flcation of sargentrs (L92L) orlginal proposal for hls 'rphysical
test of a Dan.rt Ttte criterion scores of each stroke were correlated
with the criterion score of the vertical Junp and reach and the jump
height/helght ratio uslng a Pearson product-moment correlation and the
resulting rts were tested for significance.
Statement of the Problem
The intent of this study was to determlne whether sj-gnificant
relationships exist between performance in the vertical jump and reach
and sprint speed in the four competitive gwimming strokes when vertical
junp and reach performance i.s represented by the helght of the jump
and/ox when lt is represented by a Junp height/height ratlo.
NuLI llypotheses
1. There will be no slgnificant correlation between verti.cal jump
and reach performance and sprint speed in the crawlstroke.
2. There w111 be no slgnlficant correlation between vertlcal Junp
and reach perform:nce and sprlnt speed in the backstroke.
3. There w111 be no signlflcant correlati.on between vertical jump
and reach performance and sprint speed in the breaststroke.
4. There w111 be no signlficant correlation bethreen vertical jr:np
and reach performance and sprint speed in the butterfly,
5. There w111 be no slgniflcant correlation between the jump height/
height ratlo and sprlnt speed in the crawlstroke.
6. Ihere will be no significant correlatlon between the jr:op height/
height ratio and spri-nt speed in the backstroke.
7. There will be no significant correlation between the junp height/
height ratio and sprint speed ln the breaststroke.
8. There will be no signiflcant correlation between the junp height/
height ratlo and sprint speed in the butterfly.
Assunptions of the Study
The following were assumed in this study:
1. The subjects followed instructlons to put forth maximum effort
in each trial of the verEical junp and reach and the Zl-yard sprints.
2. The subjects were i.nstructed not to take part in any organized
program of exercises or games during the duraEion of Ehe study which would
increase jr-rmping ability other than those normally involved with swimning
and therefore did not.
3. The weight training program used by the subjects as a regular
part of their swirrming training was not designed to inprove junping ability
and therefore did not improve lL.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were specifically defined for the purpose of
this study:
1. Sprint speed. The emount of time it takes for the swimner to
touch the opposite end of the 25-yard pool after his feet leave the wal1
on the pushoff. Tirne is measured to the nearest one-hundredth of a second.
2. Vertical jump and reach helght. The number of lnches that a
subJect is able to propel himself above the ground doing a standing jump
and reach. Height is measured to the nearest half-inch.
3. Strength. The maximun force exerted in a single, all-out
muscular effort (Estrand & Rodahl, 1970).
4. Power. The maximr:m amount of strength which can be exerted ln
the shortest amount of time to accomplish a given task (Estrand & Rodahl,
L970) .
5. Sprinter. Swlmrer who swims races of 50- to 100-yards in length.
6. Middle distance swimer. Swirnmer who swims races of 200- to
500-yards ln length.
7. Distance swimer. Sw{nrmer who swlms races of 500-yards or more
in length.
Delimitations of the Study
the delinitations of the study rrere as follows:
1. The subjects rdere volunteer undergraduate mele varsity swinrners
attendlng Cornell Unlversity, Ithaca, New York, during the sprlng of 1979.
2. Five types oftestswere used ln this study: vertical jump and
reach, 25-yard crawlstroke sprint, Z1-yatd backstroke sprint, Zi-yard
breaststroke sprint, and Zl-yard butterfly sprint.
3. Thls study was concerned wlth vertlcal jump and reach height and
the Junp helght/height ratlo in relationshlp ie swlmm{ng speed exclusive
of startlng and turning ability.
LfunitaEions of the Study
The f-initations of the study were as follows:
1. Since the vertical jump and reach and the jump helght/hetght
ratlo data were correlated wlth swirmlng times, no cause and effect
concluslon can be drawn frorn their relatlonshl-p.
2. This study !ilas not conducted ln a completely control-led envi-ronment.
3. The sw{r'rmers involved did not norrnal-ly compete ln all of the
srrokes being tested.
4. Since this was a specialized group which was not randomly
selected, conclusions should not be generalized.
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REVIET.I OF RELATED LITERATURE
Counsilman (L977) believes that the ability to produce power
is one of the most important components which can be used to classify
swimmers lnto dlfferent areas. Power produclng ability has been shown
to be related to the percentages of fast twitch fibers (FTfs) and slow
twitch flbers (STFs) whlch an individualrs muscles possess (Tesch,
Sjddin, & Karlsson, 1978; Thorstensson, Larsson, Tesch, & Karlsson,
1977). The higher the percentage of FTFs, the greater the abllity of
the athlete to participate in short, all-out, anaerobic bouts. The
hlgher the percentage of STFs, the greater the ablllty to participate
in long, endurance-type bouEs. The basi.c distrlbutLon of flber
percentages in an lndivldualfs muscles seems to be genetical-ly
determined (Thorstensson, L977). However, studies have shown Ehat
flber percentages nay be altered to a small degree by specific training
nethods (Anderson & llenricksson, L977; Cost111, L978; Jansson, Sjbdin,
& Tesch, 1978). IE would follow that a swinrmer rilith a high percentage
of FTFs would be proficient in sprlnt events (GoJ-nick, Armstrong,
Saubert, Plehl, & Saltin, 7972; Prince, Hikida, & Hagerman, L976)
whlle one with a hlgh percentage of STFs would be proflclent in
endurance type events (Costi11, Fink, & Pollock, L976; Nygaard &
Nlelson, 1978).
Slnce porier producing abillty is considered one of the most
important requlrements for success in sprlnting events, Counsilman
selected the vertical jurnp and reach as a test of that abllity. The
vertl-cal jr:op and reach has been used as a test of power by nany
Binvestlgators (Chui, 1950; Considine, L970; Considine & Sullivan, 1973;
Huffmen & Berger, L972; Smith, 1961). Since a sprinter should possess
more power, he or she should be able to jump hlgher than a niddle
distance swi.rmer, and a mlddle distance swinmer should be able to jumP
hlgher than a dj-stance swi-nrmer. Counsilnan (1977), therefore, has developed
vertical jurnp performance ranges for each grouP. Sprinters should be
able to jr:np 24 to 31 inches, niddle dlstance swimers 18 to 25 i-nches,
and distance swimmers 11 to 22 inches. The overlaps in the ranges
occur because of the changeabillty of muscle fibers with different
types of tralning (Anderson & Henrickssoa, L977; Costill, L978;
Jansson et a1., L97B). Therefore, it is possJ-ble that
swirnmers who score in the border areas could be good in either
category (sprinter or middle distance and niddle di.stance or distance).
The review of literature related to this study will' therefore,
focus on the following areas; (a) Muscle fiber composition and
changeability, (b) Relatlonship of fiber tyPe to strength and
endurance, (c) Relationship of fiber compositi.on to proficlency in
athletic events, (d) Relationship of Power to vertical jump, (e)
Relatlonship of power to strength, (f) netationship of strength to
swinrmlng speed, and (g) Sunrmary.
Muscle Fi.ber Conposition and Changeabilitv
Different types of muscle fibers (I, IIA, and IIB) were originally
identified in lower marrnals (Peter, Barnard, EdgerEon, Gillespie, &
Stempel, L972; Stein & Padykula, L962), Brooke and Kaiser (1970)
attempted to determine if these fiber types are also present in man.
Muscle biopsies were taken and stained to reveal the kinds of enzlrmes
contained Ln the fibers. Fibers containing a low amount of the enzyne
ATpase and high amounts of the enz)rme succinic dehydrogenase (SDH) are
classified as STFs (type I). These fibers are highly oxldative ln
the nature of their enzymatic activi-ties and are more suiEed for aeroblc
types of work. Fibers contalnlng a hlgh amount of ATPase and a high
amount of SDH are classlfied as FTFS A (type IIA). These fibers are
oxidatlve and glycolytic ln nature and are used ln both aeroblc and
anaeroblc actlvities. Flnally, fibers coutaining high amounts of
ATPase and low amounts of SDH are classlfied as FTFs B (type IIB).
These flbers are highly glycolytlc j.n nature and are used for anaerobic
work.
In support of this, Sj6gaard, Houston, Nygaard-Henson, and Saltin
(1978) lnvestigated whether the subgroups of FTFs could be reliably
identlfied. Muscle biopsies were taken from four untrained men, 11
untrained women, and four well-tralned women. Cross sectlons were
stalned for ATPase, NADH-D, and yGP-D. lVo dlfferent flber t1rPes, A
and B, were Ldentifled by the stain lntenslty'
Recent flndings, however, have postulated the existence of another
type of FTF. In 1976, Prince et al. identlfled a third type of FTF
which they calLed transitlonal. Muscle blopsles were taken from the
vastus lateralis of tralned (power llfters and dlstance runners) and
untrained subJects. These transltlonal fibers ldere identlfled as
containlng hlgh amounts of ATPase and moderate amounts of SDH ln
both the trained and untralned subjects.
Agaln, 7t L977, Prlnce et al. i.nvestigated muscle fiber tyPes
in women athletes and non-athletes. Five colleglate field hockey
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players and five untrained female students had nuscle biopsies taken
from the vastus lateralis. When the samples l^Iere stained, the fiber
types were classified according to their stain intensities. The
fast twitch transitional fiber was found only in the athleEes. The
athletes also had a significantly greater (P . .O25) number of IIA
fibers indicaEing that they recruited a high percentage of fast twitch
motor units frequently.
Additional support for the thlrd type of FTF has come from Jansson,
et al. (1978). The investigators tested four distance runners for
fiber distribution changes after an 18 week aerobic and an 11 week
anaerobic traini.ng progran. Muscle biopsies were Eaken before and
after the tralning periods and aaalyzed for fiber composition. They
also identlfied a thlrd Eype of FTF which they called IIC. The type
IIC fiber was found to be present as only L7" of the total fiber
distribution after the aerobic training period. After the anaerobic
period, IIC fibers increased significantly (g < .01) to L2% of the
distribution, At Ehe seme ti-me, the STF distribution declined from
69% to 52"/", a significarrg (p < ,05) decrease. They concluded that
there was a possible change between fiber type I (STf) and flber
type IIC depending upon the type of trainJ.ng in whi-ch the subject
participated.
The changeability of muscle fiber types due to exercise has
become a topic of great interest in the past few years. As was
mentioned in the previous paragraph, Jansson et aI. (1978) found
signlficant changes in the STF (2 < .05) and FTF g (p . .01)
distrlbutions after periods of aerobic and anaerobic training.
■■
Anderson and Henricksson (L977) also found changes in fiber type
after a program of endurance training. Twelve healthy male volunteers,
nged 20 to 2J, were Eralned ln an clghc week progrilnl on Ltrc blcyt:lc
ergometer. The subJects tralned 30 minutes a day, four days a week,
at an average work lntenslty of. 8L% of their naximal oxygen consumption
(iO, max, a collpnon estimate of aerobic fitness). Muscle biopsies
were taken from the vastus lateralis before and after the program.
The blopsies were stalned and fibers were dlvided into types (I, IIA,
and IIB) depending upon the intenslty of the stains. The pretralning
distributlons were: tyPe I, 4L%; type IIA, 37%, arrd type IIB, L9%,
The posttraining distributions were; tlpe I, 437.; type IIA, 42%; and
type IIB, L4%. The results showed that there was a significant
(p . .05) lncrease in the amount, of IIA fibers and a slgnificant
(p . .05) decrease j-n the amount of IIB fibers. The investigators
concluded that the type IIB flbers convert to tyPe IIA during
endurance trainlng,
Costill (1978) tested male subjects on a seven week trainlng
program. One of the subjectrs legs was trained on si.x second isoklnetic
bouts whlle the other rf,as trained with 30 second isokinetic bouts.
The volume of work for both legs was equal (approxlmately 1650 kg
x m/day) and the subjects trained four days per week. Biopsies were
taken from the vastus lateralis of both legs before and afEer the
training perlod. The pretest fiber dlstributions were: Eype I,
46,5%; type IIA, 29.27"; and type IIB, 24.27". The posttest dlstributions
were: type I, 38.8"A; type IIA, 3374 and type IIB, 23.5"1. Although none
of these changes were statistically signifi-cant, there was a slgni.ficant
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.05) change in the percentage of fiber area in both legs. The change
approximately equal in each leg. The type I area declined f.rom 42.7%
35.7"1 and the type IIA area increased from 32.7% to 40.97"-
Contrary to these findings, however, Golnick, Armstrong, Saltin,
Saubert, Sembrowich, and Shepard (1973) found no change in the fiber
conposition after a five month training program. Six male subjects
were reguired to peddle a bleycle ergometer one hour a day, four days
a week, at a load requiring 75"/" to 907" of the subjectst io, nax. The
results indicated a L37. increase in mean oxygen uptake, an increase
in oxidative potential in both type I and II fibers, and an increase
in the glycolytic capacity of type II fibers only. There luas no change
ln flber composition, however. The investigators concluded that thls
type of training caused an increase in the metabolic characteristics
of the uuscle but not in the fiber distribution.
Thorstensson, Hulton, Von DobEln, and Karlsson (1976) studied
the effects of an eight week strength training program on the fiber
characteristics and enzyme activities of 14 rnale physical educatlon students.
The subjects were required to perform three sets of six repetitions of
squats wj-th near maxiuum work load, three times a week. Iluscle
biopsies were obtained fron the vastus lateralis and measurements
were taken in a series of functional Eests (one maximal sErength
repetiEion, the Sargent or verElcal jump and reach, standing broad
jump, and a single maximal voluntary contraction) before and after
the traini.ng period. Posttest results showed a significant (p < .0001)
improvement in all of the functional tests but no significant changes
in muscle size or fiber atea,
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To summarize, Ehe llteraEure seems to support the view that
human skeletal muscle is composed of three distincE types of fibers:
slow twltch (type I), fast twitch A (type IIA), and fast twitch B
(type IIB). The possibility of a thlrd type of fast twitch (IIC)
whlch is a transitional fiber between either type I and type IIA or
types IIA and IIB has been postulated in recent studies. Finally,
study results support the view that muscle fiber distribution changes
with different types of training.
Relatlonship of Flber Type to StrengEh and Endurance
Tests of anlmal muscles have shown that those with a high
percentage of FTFs have greater maximal contraction speeds, produce
more force per contraction, deplete glycogen stores more qulckl-y,
and produce more lacEate than those with a high percentage of STFs
(Kugelberg, f973). Inqulries concerning whether the same is true
of human skeletal muscle have been made by many investigators ln the
past few years.
Karlsson (l-973) investlgated the relationship between isometrlc
tension and glycogen depletlon patterns in human skeletal muscles
to obtaln infornation about the Eype of fibers used at different
tenslons. Biopsy samples were taken from the vastus lateralis muscle
of subjects at rest, durlng, and after isometric bouts. The tenslons
ranged fron l-0% to 40% of maxioal voluntary contraction (MVC) strength
of the knee extensors (vastus l-ateralls) with the knee at a 90o angle.
Results showed that at tenslons below 2014 of lfVC, glycogen depletlon
occurred in the STFs but at tensions aboye 257" I,",fI:/C, the FTFs were
the only fibers depleted of glycogen. It was concluded that at hlgh
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tenslons, FTFs are primarily recruited for work.
Tesch and Karlsson (1978) used t.he same Eype of testlng apparatus
to test maximal isometric leg strength and muscle fiber distribution
in 31 male physical education students. I'luscle biopsies were taken
from the subjectsr vastus lateralis muscles a few days before the
tests and imediately after then. Signlficant correlations were
found between muscle fiber distribution and maxinal isometric strength
(r = .86, p < .01). The authors concluded that muscles wlth a high
percentage of FTFs are better adapted to the development of high
tensj-ons than those with high percentages of STFs.
Conversely, Ilulton, Thorstensson, Sjbdin, and Karlsson (1975)
found no significant relati.onship between maximal voluntary isonetrlc
contraction and muscle fiber composition. The test devlce they used
was very nuch the sane as the ones used in the preceding trro studies.
Nineteen male physical educatlon students each sat in an imrnovable
chalr and with the knee at a 90o angle, pushed against an inmovable
bar beneath the foot. Tests for I'IVC were perforrned on trdo consecutive
days and a test at 50% of lfVC was perforned on a third. Biopsles
were taken from the vastus lateralis on one of the first two days.
A relationship was f ound between 507l WC endurance time and f iber
composition. The conclusion drawn was that the ability to sustain
i-sometri.c endurance tine was related to the percentage of STFs that
serve as a lactate reci-pient for the FTFs.
Thorstensson, Grimby, and Karlsson (1976) investigated the
relationship between force-velocity production and muscle fiber
composition ln isokinetic knee contractions. thenty-11ve healthy
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male subJects were each attached to a Cybex II isokinetic knee dynamometer
and performed leg extensor contractions throughout a 90o range (to full
extension). Biopsies were taken from the vastus lateralis of Ehe tested
leg after the work bouts. The results showed thaE at any given angle
of the knee, the Eorque produced for lsometric contractlons was higher
than that produced for dynanic contracti-ons. Significant correlations
(p . .05) were found between peak torque produced at the highest speed
of muscle contraction and percent of FTFs as well as relative area of
FTFs. Additionally, muscles with high percentages of FTFs had the
highest maximal contraction speeds.
Tn L977, Ihorstensson arrj-ved at similar conclusions through a
serles of four experi-ments. The object of these experlments was to
investigate the relatLonship between the contractile properties of the
muscle (force-velocity and fatigability) and the "qualltyrr of the
muscle in terms of fiber composition. Different numbers of subjects
were used in the experiment,s, three of which involved habltual-ly
active men, and one which involved world class athletes in different
areas (sprinters and Jumpers, cross-country sklers, competltive
walkers, and downhill sklers), The testing apparatus vras the Cybex
II lsoklnetlc dynamometer and all oeasurenent was done on the subjectsl
left legs. Strength was measured as maximal torque ouEput in a 90o
range of motion. Fatlgue was assessed by the reduction of max{mal
strength in a serles of 50 naxlmal contracEions of the leg extensor
muscles done in one minute on one day and 100 maximal contractions
(50/min) on a second day. The authgr found a significant positive
correlatior, (I = ,73, p < .05) between peak force output and
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percentage of FTFs in muscle biopsi.es taken from the vastus lateralis
muscle. Susceptibility to fatigue ldas also found to be related (r = .86,
p < .01) to percentage of FTFs. Finally, world class sprinters and
jumpers r^rere found to have a signlficantly higher fast to slow twitch
fiber percentage ratio than both sedentary men and endurance athletes.
Using the same experimental setup as in the previous two studies,
Thorstensson and Karlsson (L976) tested the fatigability of human
skeletal muscle ln relation to its fiber composi-tion. Ten active
male subjects performed 50 contractj.ons of the leg extensor muscles
per minute on the Cybex II dynanometer. Fatigue was expressed as the
mean decline i-n peak muscular force from the first to the last
contraction. The results showed a high positive correlation (r - .86,
p < .01) between percentage of FTFs and fatigue.
Also arriving at si-miIar conclusions rdere Tesch, Sjbdin, Thorstensson,
and Karlsson (1978). They tested nine males, twice in one week on
the Cybex II. The subjects performed 50 leg extensions per minute
during the first session and 20 per minuEe during the second. Analysis
of biopsies taken from the vastus lateralis of the exercised leg
indicated that inirial strength and decline in peak torque after 50
extensions (fatigue) significantly correlated l^rith both the distribution
percentage of FTFs (r = .88, p < .001) and the relative area occupied
by FTFs (r = .94, p- < .001). The conclusion reached was that FTFs have
high fatigue facEors and accumulate more lactate. Consequently, muscles
with high percentages of FTFs will have high fatigue factors.
Again in 1978, Tesch, Sj6din, and Karlsson investigated the
relationship between lactate accurnulation, enzymatic activity, and
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fiber composition in huruan skeleEarJ, ntuscle. Ttre experi-menEal apparatus
used ln the four previous sEudies was also employed in this study.
Subjeets were requlred to perform 25 maximal isokinetic leg contractions
of the leg extensors on the Cybex II. Analysis of muscle biopsies taken
from the vastus lateralis imediately following the work bouts showed a
high positlve correlation (r = .91, P < .001) between FTF percentage
and lactate accumulation. Ihe lowest amount of lactate accumulatlon
occurred in the subject with the highest ,mount of STFs. The conclusion
reached was thaE the FTFs produced more lactate than STFs.
Approaching the problem from a different angle, Golnlck, Sjbdin'
I(arlsson, Jansson, and Saltir. (L974) analyzed biopsies from the sol-eus
and elther the gastrocnemlus or the vastus lateral-is of ni.ne nale and
two female subjects. The results showed that the soleus contained a
combined average of $Oi( STFs in comparlson wi-th the gastrocnemi.usr
and the vasEus lateralisr combined average of 577". From the enzymatic
properties present in the muscles, the authors concluded that the STFs
possess a lower glycolytic potential than Ehe FTFs.
Also uslng this type of analysls were Thorstensson, Sjbdin,
Tesch, and Karlsson (1977). Muscle biopsies obtained from the vastus
lateralis of two healthy nale subjects ldere analyzed, for their fiber
compositlon and enzymatic propertles. The results indicated that
there was a more pronounced anaeroblc glycolytic potenti-al in FTFs
and a higher capacity for lactate combustion in STFs. The conclusions
drawn were that the metabolic proflle of FTFs was more in favor of
fast contracEions and rapid ATP replenishment while the STFs have
greater potential for aerobic metabollsn and slower contractions.
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In summary, the evidence seems to suPporE the contention that
fast twitch muscle fibers have greater glycolytic anaerobic potential,
produce more force per contraction, have higher contraction speeds,
form more lactate, and have less endurance than slow twitch muscle
fibers.
Relationship of Fiber Composition to Proficiency in Athletic Events
A number of studies have also been done to determine the fiber
composi-ti-on of the musclesof accomplished athletes. In most cases,
they have been done in a comparison with subjects of lesser
accomplishments in an attempt to identify the differences between the
two.
Ia L976, Costill et al. studied the muscle fiber composition
and enzyme activities of 14 world class distance runners, 18 highly
trained niddle distance runners, and 19 untrained men. Muscle biopsies
taken from the gastrocnemius were analyzed.. The results showed that
the world class runners were characterized by a very high percentage
(797") of STFs. The average cross-sectional area of the world class
runnerst STFs was 297" (y < .05) greater than that of thelr FTFs. In
contrast, the cross-sectional areas of the middle distance runners
were about equal, while those of the untrained men showed a slightly
greater fast twitch area. Oxidative enzymati.c activitj.es were
significantly greater in both the world class and middle di.stance
runners than in the untrained men.
Nygaard and Nielson (1978) took biopsies from the recrus femoris,
middle deltoid, and lattlsimus dorsi of L4 male and 11 fenale competitive
distance swirroers, ranglng in ability fron national to world class
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levels. A11 swimmers had had at least five years of i-ntensive training
in middle distance or distance swi-uming. The biopsies were stained and
classifled as to flber composi-tion and compared to biopsies Eaken from
a control group of. 69 untrai.ned males and 25 untrained females. Results
of the comparisons revealed that in all three muscles, the trai.ned
swimmers had a signlficantly (p < ,001) greater percentage of STFs
than did the control. In the case of the upper body muscles, no fast
twitch B fibers (high glycolytic) were found as compared to L5% to 2O7"
for the control group.
Prince et al. (L976) compared muscle samples from the vastus
lateralis of three distance runners, flve porder lifters, and five
untrained controls. Ihe results showed that the distance runners
had a signlflcantly lower percentage of FTFs B (highly glycolytlc)
than elther the controls (p . .005) or the power lifters (p . .001).
Both the runners (p. .01) and theconrrols (p. .02) had a significantly
greater amounE of FTFs A (oxidatlve glycolytic) than did the power
lifters. A slgnlficant (p < .01) trend was found towards more oxldative
fibers in the runners and more glycolytic fibers in the lifters.
Ihese results are in general agreement wlth Nygaard and Nielson (1978).
Golnick et a1. (L972) analyzed biopsy snmples fron the vastus
lateralis and deltoids of a total of 74 trained and untrained subJects.
The investlgators found that the percentage of FTFs and STFS differed
by age, degree of tralning, and muscle group. There were, however,
wide differences in the fiber composirion of highly trained
athletes in different sports. world class cyclists averaged about
602 STPs and cross-country runners averaged about 752 srFs. rn
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contrast, a 9.3 second lOG-yard sprinter had only 267" STFs (74% FlFs).
On the average, the trained subjects had a significantly higher
oxldative capacity than the untrained men.
Komi, Rusko, Vos, and Vihko (L977) studied the anaerobic performance
characteristics of the whole body in 89 athletes and 31 control subjecrs.
The main tests administered were an upstairs run to test vertical
velocity, blood lactate accumulati.on after maxi-mal treadnill running,
percentage of FTFs, lactate dehydrogenase, and creat,ine phosphokinase
activity in the vastus lateralls. Results tended to divide athletes into
either anaerobic or aerobic categories wlth certain characteristics
required for successful performance. It was concluded that the main
characteristics whi.ch described the anaerobic performance capacity
of the body were related to percentage of FTFs and that a high
percentage of FTFs might be a prerequisite for success in anaerobic
(power) events.
Finally, Thorstensson, Larsson, Tesch, and Karlsson (L977) tested
muscle strength and fiber compositj-on in 29 members of Swedish national
te,ms (9 sprinters and jumpers, 6 downhill skiers, 7 race walkers,
and 7 orienteers) and 10 sedentary men. Muscle biopsies were taken
from the vastus lateralis and muscle strength was measured as the peak
torque of isokinetic knee extensi.ons of the Cybex II dynamometer. The
resulLs showed that the percentage of FTFs of the sprinters and jumpers
(6L"1) was signlficantly (p < .05) higher than that of rhe race walkers
(4L"A) and orienteers (337"). The sprintersr and junrpersr cross-sectional
FTF area was 507^ greater than their srF area. This ratio was
significantly greater (-p. . .05) than that of ori.enteers and sedentary
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men. Lastly, at highest velocity, the sprinters and jumpers produced
significantly greater (p < .05) peak Eorque than the other groups. A
slgniflcant correlaElon (r = .48, P < .01) was found between relatlve
torque output and FTF area.
To summarize, athletes ln porrer events seen to be characterized
by having muscles with a high percentage of fast twitch muscle fibers
while those in endurance events have a high percentage of STFs and, in
some cases, an almost complete absence of fast twitch B (high glycolytic)
fibers.
Relationship of Power to Vertical Jump
Power has been defined as the maximum amount of sErength whlch
can be exerted in the shortest amount of tine to acconplish a given
task (Estrand & Rodahl, 1970). Many studles have attempted Lo use
different tests (shotput, sprints, broadjunps) to measure porrer.
One of the best of these tests ls the vertlcal junp and reach.
The vertical jump and reach was first lntroduced by D.A. Sargent
(1921) as his "physical test of a nan.'r Originally, Sargent used
performence in the test to establish an rreffici.ency index[ which was
actually a rough estimation of power. Since it was introduced, it has
been variously described as a test of leg power (ConsLdine, L970;
Considine & Sullivan, L973), relatlve leg power (ttuffnan & Berger,
L972), explosive leg power (Smith, 1961), and athletlc power (Chul,
19s0) .
Three studies have approached the problem of analyzlng the
contributing components of the vertlcal jump and reach. Bangerter
(1968) had four experlmental groups train wl.th welghts three times
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a week for 8 weeks for specifi-c muscle groups (pl-antar flexors,
knee extensors, hip extensors, and all of the preceding) to identity
which groups were most involved in jumplng. PreEest and posttest
trials were given to the four groups plus a control and the data were
subjected to AIIICOVA. Results showed significant increases in the
groups which Erained the hip atd,/or knee extensors indlcating that
these groups were the ones mosEly used in the actual jump ltself.
Aldritch (1958) came to similar conclusions in a study designed
to determine if knee bends and heel raises i-ncreased vertical jump and
reach. An experimental group trained with weights three times a week
fox 6 weeks. BoLh the eontrol and experimental groups were given
pretests and posttests in the vertical jump and reach. The experimental
group showed a significant (p < .01) increase of 2.1 inches in the
posttest. It was concluded that the extensor muscles are lmportant
to vertical jump and reach performance but the plantar flexors contribute
1ittIe.
Luthanen and Konl (1978) approached the problem in a different
manner. They tested eight male athletes on their ferformance in two
vertj.cal jumps as well as seven different movements on a force platform.
Both cinematographic and force platform techniques rdere employed to
analyze the contributions made by different body segments to the total
jump. The results, although in generar agreement with Bangerter and
Aldritch, indicated that plantar flexion was responsible for 22% of
the force generated, a rather significant emount,
Many observers have felt that the vertical jump and reach hras not
a true test of leg power since it allows the subject to use his or her
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arms rrhlle performing it. Because of this, a number of studies have
attempted to develop a better method for deterrnining 1eg power.
Glencross (1960) developed a modificatlon of sargentrs jump which he
caIled the vertical power jump. rn this test the center of gravity
of the subjecE was determined and its height was measured in three
dlfferent positlons (squattlng, tiptoe, and at the apex of a jump).
lJhen the subject performed the jump, he or she was not allowed the
use of his or her hands. Power was determlned algebraically frorn the
subjectts weight and the three measured heights.
Grey, start, and Glencross (L962a) used this type of measurppent
on 80 subjects and concluded that it was a genuine test of the power
developed by the legs in the vertlcal jump. They reallzed, however,
that the complications of deternining the subjectrs center of gravity
made the vertical power Jr:np difficult, if not impractical, to
adninister to a large group. Therefore, they developed a more practical
no<ilfication of it and tested it along wlth the vertical Junp and
reach, standlng broad junp, and the squat junp against the vertical
power jump for reliability and validlty (Grey, start, and Glencross,
L962b). Eighty male students were tested and the maxlmum helght of
three attenpts was used as the criterion score. Based on pearson
product-moment correlati.ons wlth Ehe vertical power jump, the modified
polrer juup was determined to be both the most reliable and Ehe most
valid expresslon of power, wlth rrs of .977 and, .9g9 for reliability
and valldlty, respectlvely, as compared with values of .950 and .650
for the vertical jump.
rn opposition to the feellng that the vertical jurnp and reach ls
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not a true test of leg Power, Van Dalen (1940) concluded that the
Sargent jump was a valuable test of leg power when it was admj.nistered
correctly. A problem with Ehese rcsults is Ehat nonc of the tests
used by him took body weight into consideration. Huffnan and Berger
(L972), however, managed to give Van Dalenrs findings some support.
They tested 50 college subjects to determine whether relative or
absolute leg power was a better predictor of physical performance.
The vertical jump and reach was used as a measure of relative leg
power while a modified leg polrer test was used for absolute leg power.
The subjects were also tesEed on Barrowrs Motor Abillty Test and Ehe
AAIIPER Youth Fltness Test. The data were correlated and the resul-ting
Pearson rts (with Barrowts and MIIPER Tests, respectively, .730 and
.430 for the vertical junp and reach and .670 and .480 for the leg
porder test) showed that there was no significant difference between
relatlve and absolute leg power as predictors of physical performance.
The nonsi.gnificant difference between the two power tests also
indicated that the vertlcal jurnp and reach was a good indicator of
leg power.
considi.ne (1970) found a moderate relationship between power
and the vertical jump and reach. He anaLyzed the validity of a
number of leg power tests: vertical jump and reach, standing broad
junp, chalk board jump, 5-yard sprlnt, l0-yard sprint, and a 5-yard
sprint wj-th a S-yard running sEart. These tests were perforned by
105 subjects along with a criteri.on power test of a nodified vertical
jump and reach from a force platform. power was determined by means
of a derived equation which used data from the force plaEform.
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Valldity was determined by product-moment correlations. Findlngs
showed that the vertical jump and reach had the highest coefflcient
(. = .SOg) of all the power tests.
Opinions vary greatly concerning the number of trials whlch should
be used to score the vertical junp and reach. Henry (1959) found a
reliabllity coefficlent of .880 using three trlals. This coefficient
rose to .970 when 10 trials were used. Glencross (1960), however,
found an R of .950 using only three trials. Considine administered
six trlals and obtained an intraclass coefficient of .989 uslng trials
3 through 6. Both Herman (1976) and Parcells (L977) adminisrered
five trials. Herman obtalned an intraclass coefficient of .986 uslng
trials 2, 3, and 4, while Parcells found a .992 on trials 2 through 5.
Counsllman (L977) has reconmended three trlals. It can be seen from
the preceding results that Ehere is no real agreement on the nr:mber
of trials whlch should be admlnistered.
In sunrmary' researchers have used a great number of t,ests (standlng
broad juup, 5-, 10-, and 60-yard sprlnts, 8 and 12 pound shotputs, and
the chalk board jump) in attempting to measure power. soue (Glencross,
1960; Grey et aL., L962b) have even developed their own methods.
However, the vertical junp and reach has consistently shown to be
one of the best and easiest to aduinister.
Relati.onship of Power to Strength
Early studies into the relatlonshlp of porrer and strength revealed
only low correlations. Harris (1937) studled the relationship between
the two uslng the vertlcal Jump and feach, the standing broad Jump,
the 4O-yard dash, the basketbar.l throw, and the shotput as neasures
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of polrer. Both back lifts and leg lifts were used to determine strength.
Relationships between Ehe two were determined by means of Pearson
product-momentcorrelations. Ihe results showed rts ranging from .194
to .628 between pohrer and strength. Specifically, she found a correlation
of .215 between general leg strength and the vertical jump and reach.
Smith (1961) attempted to determine the relationship between
explosive leg strengEh, which he measured by means of a 1eg dynamometer,
and performance in the vertical jump and reach. A total of 70 male
students were tested for leg strength as well as on a vertical jump
and reach which was rnodified by forbidding any arm movement. A low,
nonsignificant Pearson r of .199 was interpreted to mean that strength
exerted agai-nst a dynamometer involved a different neuromuscular
pattern than strength exerted by the muscles during a jumping movement.
Later studies have revealed a somewhaE higher relationship between
pohrer and strength. A study done by Considine and Sullivan (1973)
revealed low to moderaEe correlations. The study used a criterion
of a modified vertical jump and reach on a force platform as well as
six 1eg power tests: vertical jump and reach, standing broad jump,
chalk board junp, 5-yard sprint, lO-yard sprint, and 5-yard sprint
with a 5-yard running start. SErength of hip and knee extension and
plantar flexion r^ras measured by means of a cable Eensiometer. Power
was determined algebraically by means of an equation derived from the
force platform data. The arms were not allowed to be moved, i.n order
to obtain an accurate readlng of leg power. The highest correlation
obtained was a .50 for the vertj.cal jurup and reach. The authors
concluded that sErength and power do not seem to bear a high
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relatlonship to each other.
McClenents (1966) obtained slightly higher values. The object of
tltc study was Lo dctcrrnint. tltt'relirtionship betwet.n powor.'rnd fhc
strength of leg and thigh flexor and extensor muscles. In addiEion,
the effects of strength development of those muscle groups on power
were also examined. Pearson product-moment correlations revealed rts
of .520 between flexion strength and polrer and .620 between extension
strength and power. Gains in strength after a tralning period,
however, were noE significantly related to gains in power.
Berger and Henderson (1966) found slmllar results when they
examlned whether static or dynamic leg strength was more related to
pohrer. Ihe lnvesLigators used a dynamometer to measure statlc strength
and a maxlmal squat lift was used to measure dynauric leg strength. A
nodified vertical junp and reach was used to measure polrer. pearson
product-moment correlations revealed rrs of .710 between power and
dynamic strength and .640 between 1eg polrer and static strength. The
authors concluded that both static and dynamic leg strength were
moderately related to leg power but neither rdas more related to power
than fhe other.
The more recent studies differ from the findlngs of earlier ones.
This is probably because Harris (1937) and Srnlth (1961) used junp
helght only as a measure of power. The oore recent studies multlplied
the sufjsctls jump helght by hls or her welght to measure the amount
of work done. Berger and Henderson (1966) also tried to analyze this
problen in thelr study. They correlated the strength scores with the
amount of work accomplished and found an r of .640 which conpared
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very favorably with the .350 when strength was correlated with height
only.
A number of studies have dealt with the relationship between leg
strength and leg power as measured by the vertical jump and reach.
Chui (1950) investigated the effects of systematic weight training on
selected events of athletic power. I\uo groups Qf = 23, \Z = 22) engaged
in either weight training or a required physical education program.
Pre- and post-training ueasures were taken on seven tests: vertical
jump and reach, running vertical junp, standing broad jump, 8 and 12
pound shotputs, and a 60-yard dash. Results showed that the weight
training group improved in every test while the physical education
group did not. Based on these results, Chui concluded that increases
in strength are accompanied by increases in power.
subsequently, Berger (1963) tested 89 male college students in
different training prograns to determine the effects of static and
dynamic traini.ng on vertical jumping ability. The subjects were
divided into four different groups, two of which tralned r{rith different
dynamic weight programs, a Ehird trained with a stati.c weight program,
while rhe fourth trained by vertical junping. pre- and post-traini.ng
tests of vertical jurnp and reaches were adni.nistered to all groups.
AN0VA revealed that there was no signifi.cant difference between the
two dynamic tralning groups but both inproved significantl-y more than
those which had trained staticarly or just by junping alone. The
investigator concluded that strength gain significantly improves
vertical junp and reach height and that dynamic training improves it
the most.
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Darling (1961) also found that weight training improves vertical
jtrmp and reach performance. Subjects were given a flve week training
period of heel raises and deep knee bends. Posttests revealed
signlflcarrg (p < .01) increases of 1.65 inches for the heel ralse
group ard 2.1 inches for the knee bend group. The lnvestlgator
concluded that both welght exercises increase vertical junping ability
but neither is superior to the other.
Parcells (L977) examlned the effects of depth jurnping and weight
traini-ng on vertical junplng abllity. Forty-five male subjects were
randonly assigned to weight trainlng, depth jumping, or control groups.
Subjects were tested on the vertical junp and reach before and after
a slx week trai-nlng period. Ihrring this period, the two experlmental
groups underwent a progressive weight training prograru or a depth
Junping program two tlmes a week. AII0VA revealed that although there
was an increase in both of the tralning groups only the depth junping
group improved significantly,
To surnnarize these flndlngs, strength has been shown by lnvesti.gators
Eo have a low to moderate correlation with power. It has also been
shown, wlth some excepti.ons, that increases in strength produce increases
in both power and verti.cal jump and reach performance.
Relatlonship of Strength to Swlming Speed
Although a large number of studies have dealt wlth the relationship
between strength and speed of rnovement ln general, relatively few have
been done about strength and swimlng speed. of those whlch harre
examined swimming speed, most have dealt only with the crawlstroke.
st111, there have been enough studies in the past 15 years to allow
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some insight into the Problem.
Jensen (1963) examined the effect of five different combinations
of swimming and weight training on speed of the front crawl of 60
subjects. Initial and final times were tbken on two days with the
subjects performing one 40- and one l0O-yard sprint with 20 minutes
rest in between on each day. Times for each distance were averaged
to determine an initial and a final criterion. Each SrouP particiPated
in a 6 week training peri-od consistlng of different combinatlons of
weight and swirnming training. The results revealed that all- five groups
significantly irnproved perfontrance in the 100-yard swim' t (11) = 3.111,
2.782, 3.183, 2.933, and 3.209, y < .05, for groups 1 through 5,
respectively. However, only grouP 5 (swirming and weight training
every day) significantly improved on the 40-yard swim, t (11) = 2.83L,
p- < .05. IE was concluded that all workout combinations produced
increases in speed in the 100-yard swim, but only a combination of
daily swiming and weight training produced significant increases in
4O-yard swiming speed.
Tn L967, Scott tested the effect of isornetric and elastic cord
exerci.ses on strength and speed of swiming. The investigator tested
two experimental groups (one performing isometric exercises, the other
elastic cord exercises) and one control Sroup on a 6 week training
session afEer tining Ehem both on 25- and 50-yard crawl sprints.
After the 6 weeks, subjects lrere tested each week of both training
sessions. Results showed significant improvements in both strength
and swinrming speed for both types of training.
Gregor (L974) also reported similar findings when Eestj.ng the
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effect of a progressLve welght training program on the performance of
the 100-yard crawl by 40 male and female swl-muers. Pre- and post-tralning
tests in the 100-yard crawlstroke and 16 strength measures $Iere glven
to the subjects around a 9 week training program. During this time,
half partlcipated ln a competitive swimlng training program and a
weight trainlng program, while half only Participated in the swirming
training program. Results demonstrated that the weight trainlng Sroup
improved in strength in all 16 measures, significantly in seven of them.
The welght training group also inproved significantly in the 100-yard
crawlstroke whlle the control group did not. It was concluded that
increases in strength were accompanled by increases in swinnning speed.
In partial agreement with the previous studies were Rossr (t-970)
findings. Seventy-two subjects performed three Z5-yatd sprints wlth
thelr legs tled. The mean of the three times was considered the
criterion score. The subJects were divided into four groups and
performed weight training and Exer-genie exerci-ses three days per
week for 6 weeks. A postLest hras administered following the same
procedures as the pretest. The t values indlcated significant galns
by all groups ln strength and swimming speed. However, Pearson Its
showed that only one out of four groups (the swinming only group)
showed a signlficant correlation between improvements ln strength
and speed.
In opposition to the prevlous studies, Ewo investigators, Alnsworth
(1970) and Bestor (L972), found no relationship between swf'ryning
speed and strength. Alnsworth tested the effectiveness of lsometric
resistance tralning on strength of arn flexion and knee extenslon and
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speed of swiuuning. After a pretest of 50-yard swims and strength
measurement on a tcnsiorneter, both the control ancl cxperimental
groups took part in a 6 week traini-ng period consisting of regular
swimmlng workouts. The experimental group also participated in two
daily exergenic workouts. ANOVA showed that there were no significant
gains ln either strength or swiruni-ng speed by either of the groups.
Bestor (L972) tested 20 college males on thro training programs,
one involving only interval swinming and the other involving interval
swirunlng augmented by a progressive isotonic weight program. Pre-
and post-training measures consisted of 50-yard sprint times in
three conpetitive strokes (crawlstroke, backstroke, and breaststroke) .
ANOVA showed that after 8 weeks of training, no significant
differences occurred in any of the swimming tioes although significant
gains were registered i.n four weight exercises.
To summsai2g, the findlngs of the investigators tend to support
a positive relationship between strength and speed of swinroing. Most
investigators have measured speed over distances of 50 yards or less
and evidence indicates that speed increases as sfrength increases.
Surmarv
Human muscle Eissue has been shown to be composed of at least
three types of muscle fibers, slow twitch (type I), fast twitch A
(type IIA), and fast twitch B (type IIB), STFs are highly oxj.dat,ive
in the nature of their enzymatic actj.vj-ty while FTFs B are highly
glycolytlc. FTFs A are a combination of both characteristics. Recent
findings, however, have postulated the existence of a fourth type of
fiber. This type is probably a transitional fiber between IIA and IIB
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and has been labeled IIC. The percentage of different fibers varies
with the amount and type of training. WiEh grearEcr ilerobic trai-ning,
the type I and IIA percentages tend to increase while the IIB and IIC
percentages tend to decrease. Wlth greater anaerobic tralning, the
opposlte ls true.
Because of their nature, different fiber types have dlfferent
characterj-stics in regard to strength and endurance. Since tyPe It
fibers have a higher glycolytic Potential than type I, they have higher
contractlon speeds and produce uore force per contraction (therefore
productng more power). Type I fibers possess more oxidatiye enz)rmes
and mltochondria than type II fibers. Therefore, they accumulate less
lactic acid and have more endurance than type II fibers. Studles of
athletlc proficiency in different events tend to support these
characteristics. Athletes ln Porrer or strength events (weight throws,
sprints) usuall-y possess a high percentage (> 7O%) of FTFs while
endurance athletes are usually found to have a high Percentage of STFs.
Middle distance athletes have approxlmately equal Fmounts.
Power is defined as the maximum amount of strength whlch can be
exerted in the shortest amount of time to acconplish a glven task.
From its deflnition it can be seen that power is composed of two
components, strength and speed. Many cornmon tests such as the shotput,
standlng broad jump, chalk board jtrmp, and short sprints have been used
as measures of power. In addltlon to these, more accurate methods such
as the vertlcal power Jump have been developed.
Although strength is a component of power' attemPts to establish
the exact relationship between the two have had widely varled results.
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Although most studies have found Iow to moderate values, correlations
have ranged from.199 to .7L0. It would seem that the exact relationshi-p
of strength and power ls quite hard to deflne.
The relationship between strength and swi-nming speed seens to be a
little clearer. Studies have supported positive relationships between
amount of strength and swimi.ng speed and gains in strength and gains
in swi.rrning speed.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter dea■s with the f01■Owing areas:  (a)  Se■ectiOn Of
subj ects, (b)  Testing instruments, (c)  Testing procedures and
methods Of data co■■ec iOn, (d) Treatment Of data, and (e) Sll―nry.
Se■ectiOn of sub」eCtS
The subjects (N = 25)were vo■unteer mn■e undergraduate students
at Cornel■ university, Ithaca, New York.  A■■ subjects were members Of
the cOrnel■ university men's varsity sw■mming tenm during the 1978-
■979 academic year and read and signed an info.Щed cOnsent fOL巴
(Appendix A).  A■■ subjects were asked if they had taken part in any
progrnms which cOntain extensive jumping exercises or in any sPOrts
(Such as v01■eybal1 0r basketball)where jllmping is an integral part
of the game.  since it was thOught that participation in these types
of activities might tend tO increase 」umping ab ■ity (Parcells, 1977)
and thus bias the experinent, if any Of the prospective subjects had
answered in the affi.uative, they wOuld have been excluded from the
Studyo  No subjects were excluded fron the study fOr this reason,
but twO were excused because of physical in」uries which were suffered
before the study t00k place.
Testing lnstrunents
Vertica■ Jump and Reach
The vertical jump and reach was administered tO all sub」ectS.
The reason fOr the se■ectiOn of this test was that it has been used
by many investttgators as a test Of pOwer and it is a criterion which
has been used by Counsilman (1977) fOr the determLnation Of sprinters,
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middle distance swimmers, and distance swi,mrners in the freestyle events.
Vertical Jump Scale
L'his scale was marked on a gray wa1l in black paint' startlng at
a height of seven feet above the floor and proceeding at one-half
inch intervals to a height of 11 feet. Ihe subjects chalked their
fingers, so that when they touched the scale, whi.te narkings would
remain. Marklngs lilere erased after every trial .
25-Yard Sprints
The 25-yard sprint was chosen as a test for sprinting abiliity
because a longer test in a 25-yard pool involved the problens of
acceleration, deceleration, and reaction time when the subject performed
a turn. A second reason for choosing the Z1-yatd sprlnt was that it
was thought that a longer event could i-nvolve a fatigue factor which
detracted from actual top sprlnti-ng speed.
Timing Device
The tirning devj-ce used throughouE the testing was a three month
old Cronus 2D electronic watch. The watch was certj-fied by the
manufacturer to be accurate to 1.001 of a second and was used to
time all sprinEs for all subjects for consistency. A11 tining was
done by the investigator who, at the time of the study, had had 12
years of experience i.n timing swimners ln compeEitive sltuations.
Testi.ng Procedures and Methods of Data Collection
VerticaL Jr,rmp and Reach Test
The subject stood facing a wall upon which a scale had been marked
in half-inch intervals. !'1tr11e keeplng both f eet f lat on Ehe f loor
and toes touching the walI, the subject reached up with both hands as
???
high as he could to deterrine his standi.ng reach. Before taking the
measurement, the investigator pressed between the subjectts shoulder
blades with his hand to insure that the subject was extending his
arms as hlgh as possible. The height readlng was then taken to the
nearest half inch. The subject was then instructed i-n how to do the
vertlcal jump and reach (Appendlx B) and pracEice trials were allowed
unti.l the subject felt comfortable in performing the action. Wtren
the subject felt he was prepared, he chalked his fingers and assuned
a ready posltion whlch was comfortable for hin. He was not allowed
to make any prelimi.nary foot movements, but was allowed to nove hls
arms and bend his knees. Wtren the subject was ready, he Junped and
touched the scale at his naximum height. The lnvestigator stood on
a ladder next to the scale in order to record the helght as accurately
as posslble. This height was also recorded to the nearest one-haLf
inch. After each attempt, the chalk marks were erased. Wtren all
trials had been completed, the standing reach of the subject was
subtracted fron the recorded jump heights to determlne the actual
jump heights. The higher of trlals two and three was consldered
the crlterion score for the vertical junp and reach. Each subJect
was allowed three trials with 30 seconds rest between tri.als. A11
test trlals were adnj.nlstered on the same day.
25-Yard Sprint
The subJect rf,as allowed as much time to wann up as he fel-t he
needed slo.ce some people need nore tlme than others to get ready to
swim. Wtren the subject was ready, he was instructed ln what he was
to do (Appendlx C). He then assumed a confortable starting posltion
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in the \irater at one end of t,he pool. On the command [Gorttthe subject
pushed off the wa1l with both feet and began to sprint. As soon as
the subjectrs feet left the wal1, the investigator started the electronic
stopwatch. As the subject swam the sprint' the investigator walked
along the edge of the pool from the starting end to the finishing end.
The j.nvestlgator stopped the watch when he determined that the subject
had touched the flnishing end of the pool or had broken the vertical
plane which extended above the end of the pool with any Part of his
body. Each subject performed three trlals of each stroke ln the same
order: butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, and crawlstroke. Each
subject was given a minimtrm of 5 mj-nutes rest between trials but
was allowed more time lf he felt he needed it. A11 times were recorded
to the nearest one-hundredth of a second and the fastest of the three
trials of each stroke was considered the criterion score for Ehat
stroke (Snith, 1978). A11 test trials were administered on the same
day.
Treatxoent of Data
Intraclass reliability was calculated by the AI{OVA techni-que as
identified by Baumgartner (1969). The individual trial scores for the
vertical junp and reach and four strokes were subjected to ANOVA,
subjects by trials design. The data could be said to be trend free if
the resulting F ratios for the trials were non-significant. If this
is the case, Ehen the data from all trials may be used to get a pooled
error estimate for the reliability calculatlons,
The criterlon scores for each stroke and the vertical jtrnp and
reach were subjected to the SPSS Pearson Corr Program (Nie, Hull,
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Jenkins, Stelnbrenner, & Bent, L975) to determine the means and
standard deviations. The subjectst criterion scores for the vertical
jump and reach were then assigned into one of three categories
(sprlnt, mldclle distance, or distance) depending upon vlhat type of
events the subject had prirnarily parti-cipated ln during the season
and means and standard devlatlons were calculated for each grouP.
A ratio composed of vertlcal junp helght divided by the subjectrs
helght (j,rnp height/height ratlo) was then calculated for each
subject.
The crlterion scores of the vertlcal jump and reach and the
Jump helght/trelght ratlo were then compared with the criterion score
of each stroke uslng the SPSS Pearson Corr program. The resulti-ng
rts were then tested for signiflcance at the .05 Level of signlficance.
Surunary
A total of 23 volunEeer male undergraduate varsity swirrmers at
Cornell Universlty ldere tested on the vertlcal junp and reach and
25-yard, sprintlng performance in the four comPetitive strokes.
Criterion scores were determi.ned to be the hlgher junp of the last
two trials and the fastest sprint in each of the four strokes.
Intraclass reliabllity was calculated by the ANOVA method.
The individual trial scores were subjected to AI.IOVA, subjects by Erials
deslgn.
The cri-terion scores for each stroke and the vertleal jump and
reach were subjected to the SPSS Pearson Corr Progran to determlne
the means and standard deviatlons. The subjeetrs vertical Jurop and
reach crlterion scores were then grouped according to the events in
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which they had prlmarily swum during the season and the means and
standard devlations for each grouP were also calculated. The
criterion score for each stroke was compared to the criterion score
of the vertical jump and reach and the jump height/height raEio uslng
a Pearson product-moment correlation. The resulting rfs were then
tested for si-gnificance at the .05 level of signlficance.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
This chapter deals with the following areas: (a) Reliablllty of
data, (b) Descriptive analysis, (c) Pearson product-moment correlatlons,
and (d) Sumary.
ReEabllity of Data
The data across three trials were subjected to ANOVA, subjects
by trials design, ln accordance with Baumgartnerfs (1969) suggestion.
An F ratio of 3.44 at the .05 level of slgnificance was needed for
a slgnlficant difference between trials. F ratios of .730 for the
jr:urp heights, 1.158 for the crawlstroke, 1.630 for the backstroke,
2,75O for the breaststroke, and 1.833 for the butterfly were obtained.
It was concluded that there were no significant dlfferences between
Ehe trlals in any of the tests. Therefore, a pooled error estinate
was obtal-ned and an intraclass reliabillty estimate was cal-culated
for each test. Ihe results of these analyses rnay be found in Tables
L, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Rellability was calculated by the ANOVA formula for intraclass
correlatlon. Because the trial effect was not significant, a pooled
error esriDare was calculated by the AN0VA formrula (R = 4gs - ugE)
us^
for each test. Ihe reliability coefficient for the Junp antieach
tests was only ,446. Therefore the first trial was eliminated and
rellabiLlty was recalcuLated using trlals two and three (Table 6).
Ihe resulting coefficlent, .990, proved to be much more acceptable.
Coefficients for the sw{nrming strokes proved to be quite high (.994
for the crawlstroke, .830 for the backstroke, .931 for the breaststroke,
4■
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Table 1
Analysis of Variance for all Trials of the Verti-cal Junp and Reaeh
Source of
Variatlon ????????
Subj ects
Tri-a1s
Error
?????? ? 34.793
7.359
■0。075
.730
Total 68 ■7.992
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Table 2
Analysis of Vari-ance for all Trials of the Crawlstroke
Source of
Variation ???????
Subjects
Trials
lirror
??????
????
????????
?
?
???????
1.158
Total 68 .333
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Table 3
Analysis of Variance for all Trials of the Backstroke
Source of
VariaEion ??
????
?
SubjecEs
Trlals
Error
???
???
?
??????? 4.134
。007
.004
1.630
Total 68 1.340
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Table 4
Analysis of Vari-ance for all Trials of the Breaststroke
Source of
Variation ??? MS
??
Subj ects
Trials
Error
?????? ? 6.222
.007
.002
2.750
Total 68 2.015
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance for all Trials of the Butterfly
Source of
Varlation ??? MS
?
?
Subjects
Trials
Error
?????? ? 1.604
。003
.002
1.833
Total 68 .520
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance for the Final Two Trials of the
Vertical 」ump and Reach
Source of
Variation ???
?
?
?
?
Subj ects
Trials
Error
22
■
22
24.624
0。000
.1252
0.000
Total 45 12.099
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and .995 for the butterfly) and therefore were not recalculated.
Descri.ptive Analysis
Table 7 lists the means and standard deviations cf the vertical
junp and reach and each of the four strokes. The means and standard
devlatlons for each test were obtained by subjecting the criterion
scores to the SPSS Pearson Corr program. In the vertical jurnp and
reach test, the scores ranged from a high of 32 inches to a low of
16.5 lnches. In the crawlstroke, the scores ranged from a high of
L2.84 seconds to a low of 10.72 seconds. In the backstroke, the
scores ranged from a high of 16.53 seconds to a low of 11.31. In the
breaststroke, scores ranged from a high of L9.02 seconds to a low of
L2.57 seconds and in the butterfly, the scores ranged from a high of
L4.92 seconds Eo a Iow of 11.68 seconds. See Appendices D, E, F, G,
and H for raw data.
In order to establish a classification system, the criterion
scores for the vertical- jump and reach were then assigned to one of
Ehree categori.es (Table 8) depending upon the events the subject
participated in during Ehe season. Means and standard deviations
were then determined for each category. Ihe scores for the sprinters
ranged from a hlgh of 32 inches to a low of 26.5 inches. The
middle distance swimnersr scores ranged from a high of 27 to a low
of 22.5 inches, and the distance swiqmersl scores ranged from a high
of 25 inches to a Iow of 16.5 inches.
Pear,s.on Product-Moment Correlations
Pearson product-moment correlations were utilized to determine
whether a significant relatlonship existed between performance in the
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Table
Means and Standard Deviations of
and Sprint
7
the Vertical Jump and Reach
Tests
??
?
?
?
?
?Test
Vertical Jump
Crawlstroke
Backstroke
Breaststroke
ButterfLy
23
23
23
23
23
24.717
1■.311
■3.4■4
15.533
■2.501
inches
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
3.492 inches
.604 seconds
1.183 seconds
L.439 seconds
.730 seconds
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Table 8
Descriptive Analysi-s of Verti-cal Jump and Reach Scores
by Swinrmers I ClassificaEions
Sprinters Middle Distance
Swinrmers
Distance
Swimners
ID#
Vertlcal Jump
and Reach Score
(ln inches)
Vertical Jump
and Reach Score
(in inches)
Vertical Jump
and Reach Score
(ln inches)工D# 工D#
3
4
5
6
9
17
32
28.5
29.5
29
28
26.5
6
28.91
1.828
26.5 - 32
2
7
8
11
12
16
2■
23
23
27
25.5
24.5
25
22.5
24
27
8
24.8■
1.667
22.5 - 27
1
10
13
14
■5
18
19
20
22
22
22.5
21
22
20.5
24.5
22
25
16.5
9
21.フア
2.463
16.5 - 25
? ????
? ?????
????〓
?
??
?
?
??
??
?
．
? ?
???
? ?
????
『???〓
?
? ?
?
??
??
? ?
?
?
? ?
???
? ?
????
????? ?
?
? ?
?
??
??
? ?
?
?
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vertical jump and reach and sprinting ability in the four strokes at
the .05 level of significance. Additionally, performance ln the four
strokes was correlated with the jump height/height rati.o to determine
if this might be a better indi-cator of sprj-nt speed than vertical
jump and reach height alone. See Appendix I for jump height/height
ratios and subjectst heights.
Tables 9 and 10 show the results of the Pearson product-moment
correlations between the vertical jump and reach and stroke speeds
and the jump height/treigtrt ratio and stroke speeds, respectively.
According to the test of significance, with 22 degxees of freedom,
an r value of 1.404 was needed to indlcate a significant correlation
at the .05 level of significance. The results of the correlaEions
between the vertical jump and reach and strokes revealed significant
negatlve rrs for the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and
butterfly. The results of the correlations between the junp height/
height ratio and the strokes also revealed significant negative rls
for the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly. A
correlatlon betwee the vertical jump helght and the jump height/height
ratio revealed an r of .976.
0n the basis of these analyses, all of the null hypotheses for
this study were rejected at the .05 level of significance. This
investigation found that there are slgniflcant correlations between
vertical jump and reach helght and sprint speed in crawlstroke,
backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly. This investigation also
found that there are significant correlations between a ratio of
vertical jump and reach height dlvided by the personts height and
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Table 9
Pearson Product-iloment Correlations between
Vertical Jump and Reach and Sprint Tests
Stroke ????
Crawlstroke
Backstroke
Breas ts troke
Butterfly
23
23
23
23
―.733大
―.569大
―.529士
―.546★
彙 p く 。05
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Table 10
Pearson Product-Moment Correlations beEween
the Jump tteight/Height Ratio
and Sprint Tests
Stroke ????
Crawlstroke
Backstroke
Breaststroke
Butterfly
23
23
23
23
―.73■士
―.568士
….510士
―.598士
±2 く .05
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spri-nt speed in the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly.
Surmnarv
Reliability of the data was determined by the ANOVA lntraclass
method, subjects by trials design. Non-significant F ratios for
trial effect were obtai.ned, showing that the data were trend free.
Highly acceptable Rrs of .990, .994, .830, .931, and .995 for found for
the vertical jump height, crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and
butterfly, respectively.
The crlterion scores of the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke,
and butterfly were compared with the criterion scores of the vertical
junp and reach and the junp height/height ratio. Significant
correlations lf,ere determined between the vertical junp and reach
criterion scores and all four strokes. Signlficant correlati.ons were
also determlned between the jump height/height ratio and all four
st.rokes. Since all of the rts obtained were significant, all null
hypotheses for thi-s investigation were rejecEed.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Thls chapter contalns a discussion and Lnterpretation of the
results. The following topi.cs are discussed: (a) Reliability,
(b) Vertlcal jump and reach, (c) Jump helght/height ratio, (d)
Swimring sprints, (e) Classification of swiruning ability, and (f)
Surrmary.
Reliabilitv
A revlew of the literature revealed no commonly agreed upon
number of trials in administering the vertical jump and reach.
Therefore, Counsilmanls (L977) suggestion of three attempts If,as
followed. Both Smith (1978) and Ross (1970) indicated that three
attempts should be used for the sprint trials also. Since it was
the i.ntent of this study to determine the subjectsr maximal
perfornances, the best Erial for each test ldas selected as the
criterj-on score. This was also in accord with the suggestions of
Counsilman (L977) and Smith (1978). The data for each test were
subjected to ANOVA to determine if they were trend free. No significant
difference was found between the trials in any of the tests.
Reliability was determined by the ANOVA intraclass correlation
method (Baumgartner, L969). In the vertical jump and reach scores, a
reliability coeffici.ent of .446 was obtained. Since this value was
much lower than those obtained by oEher researchers, it was determined
to be unacceptable. While the F value was not significant, a trend
was suspected due to the large error estimate (us = 10.075). Therefore,
the first trial was dropped and reliability was recalculated with
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criterion scores chosen from trials two and three. The result was a
much more sati-sfactory reliability estiur,ate of ,990. In comparison,
Henry (1959) found a reliability coefficient of .880 and Glencross
(1960) reported an R of .950 for three tri-als. Other invesEigators
have turned in higher results. Considine (1970), Herman (L976), and
Parcells (L977) all found Rrs in excess of .980 using six, five, and
five trials, respectively.
There are a number of possible reasons for such a low correlation
in the first comparison. The first reason could be the 1ow number of
trials. Ilenry (1959) found that his reliability increased to .970
when he lncreased the number of trials from three to ten. A second
reason could be learni.ng. Luthanen and Komi (1978) reported that
when subjects were first tested they performed at only 767" of. their
predicted maximums. With learning and practice, this value rose to
847" Ln later trials. Parcells (L977) also has suggested that learni-ng
can have an effect on the first trial.
In comparlson wlth the vertical junp and reach tests, all the
sprint tests produced acceptably high coefficients. The crawlstroke
was found to have a coeffici.ent of .994, the backstroke .830, the
breaststroke ,931, and the butterfly ,995. Although there seems to
be nothlng in the literature with which to compare these, they appear
to be well within the acceptable range.
Vertical Juurp and Reach
The findings of this investi-gation st,atistically support the
research hypotheses that there would be significant relationships
between performance in the vertical jump and reach and sprint speed
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in the four competitive sErokes. Significant negative correlati.ons
of 
-.733 for the crawlstroke, -.509 for the backstroke, -.529 for the
breaststroke, and -.546 for the butterfly were found. The negative
values occur because a subject who jumps higher (a greater number of
inches) is able to swim fasEer (fewer seconds).
The coefficients obtained are statistically significant but
whether they have a practical signifi.cance, especially for predictions,
is debatable. Greater absolute values would have been more desirable
for a strong relati-onship to have been identified. A couple of reasons
may explain why higher coefficients were not obtained. First, the
size of the group tested was small. Second, the range of tal_ent of
the group was rather narrow. Both of these problems can have an
adverse effect on correlations.
The studyls findings are in agreement with nany reported in the
literature. Counsilur,an (L977) has also hypothesized that verrical
jump and reach performance can be a predictor of swinrri.ng ability.
His theory ls based on the findings of muscle fiber research. Subjects
with a greater percentage of FTFs should possess greater ability in
por,Jer events. slnce swirming speed is dependent upon strength and
power Eo a great degree and the verti.cal jump and reach is a test of
Pohrer, it is reasonable to assume that it nay predict different levels
of abiliry in swi-rmring. A problem with this hypothesis is that the
vertlcal junp and reach is malnly a test of leg power and swinmlng is
an activity which derives most of its speed from the upper body,
especially the arms (Holmer, L974a, Lg74b). The literature, however,
suggests thar lt is unllkely that a person would exhibit a great
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variation in the percentages of muscle fiber types between upper and
lower body (Counsilman, L977; Nygaard & Nielson, L978). Counsilman
further states that it would be better to measure power in the arrns
but that there is no good inexpenslve way to do it at the present
time. Therefore, the vertical junp and reach would seem to be the
most practical test to use.
Research in muscle fiber Eyping and ldentification also supports
the findings of this investigation. Thorstensson, Grimby, and Karlsson
(L976), Thorstensson (L977), and Tesch and Karlsson (1978) all
i-nvesti.gated the relationship between percentage of FTFs in the maj-n
extensor muscles of the legs and peak torque developed during isokinetic
knee extensions. This is one of the main actions used in performing
the vertical jump and reach. Significant correlati-ons (p . .05, .05,
and .001, respectively) were found in all three studies. Thorstensson,
sjudin, Tesch, and Karlsson (1977) also concluded that muscles with a
high percentage of FTFs have a greater potential for more powerful
and faster contractlons than those with a high percentage of srFs.
costill et aI. (L976) and Nygaard and Nielson (197g) found high
percentages of STFs (up to 80%) in world-class distance runners and
national and world-cIass distance swinrmers, respectively. Golnick
et al. (L972), Pri.nce et al. (1976), and Thorstensson, Larsson,
Tesch, and Karlsson (1977) found wide differences between percentages
of FTFs and STFs in the muscles of distance competitors and sprint
or power competiEors. Komi et al. (L977) concluded that a high
percentage of FTFs would seem to be a prerequisite for proficiency
in power events. A11 of these flndings support the contention that
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athletes need a high percentage of FTFs to excel in sprint events and
a high percentage of STFs to excel i-n endurance events. If this is
so, then attrleEes hlho excel ln sprints should have more power and,
therefore, should perfonn better in a power test such as the vertical
jurnp and reach.
Jump Height/Height Ratio
Ihe findings of this investigation statistically support the
research hypotheses that there would be significant relationships
between the jurnp height/height ratio and performance in the four
spri.nts. Ihe ratio is a slight modification of Sargent!s (L92L)
original efficiency index which was developed with the idea that
it could be an easy and practlcal test of physical abillty. The
jump height/height ratio was used in this study because it was
thought that a person who jumps 507" or 60z. of his or her own height
very likely possesses a greater amount of sprint or Power ability
than a person who only jumps 307" to 4O7". A second reason is that
it would be a more practical type of test Eo administer, especially
in a swinrming pool enviror:menE, than Sargent,ts, which involves weight,
or Glencrossr (1960) vertical power jump. A final reason is that
this investi.gation was concerned with finding a useful and practical
test to determine ability differences between swinmers. It was
thought that if the vertical junp and reach did not prove to be such
a test, this simple alternative which incorporates a slightly
different way of estimating power might be.
The high correlation of .976 between the ratio and vertlcal jump
and reach performance indicates that this test is very sj-nilar to the
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vertical jump and reach as a test of power. Slnce the subjectsr
heights varied greatly (68 to 77 inches), it would be expected that
if a difference in scores attributable Eo height differences were
going to occur lt would have. Slgnificant correlations with the
sprint events also indicates that it nay be used as an adequate
replacement for the vertical jump and reach as a predictor of sr.,rimming
ability. However, it does not really seem to be worEh the trouble
to ca1-culate, since iL slightly increases the explained variance
.2(r- increases from.29B to .358) in only one stroke, the butterfly.
Swinming Sprints
Three 25-yard sprint trials with at least five minutes rest
between them were adminlstered for each of the four strokes. The
number of trials for the distance was used by both Ross (1970) and
Snith (1978) in their investigations. Five minutes was judged to be
ample time for trained swinrners to fully recover from a Zl-yard,
effor t.
Other investi.gators have attempted to use different numbers of
trials and different, dlstances to test sr.rimmlng sprinting ability.
Jensen (1963) used 40- and 100-yard swims on two consecutj.ve days.
Gregor (L974) used one trial of rhe 100-yard crawr while Ainsworrh
(1970) and Bestor (L972) used one rrial of 5O-yards for rheir
investi.gations. scott (1967) used one Erial of both the 25- and
50-yard sprints and Hutinger (1970) used one trial of the 25-, 50-,
and 100-yard sprints in their studies.
This study used the 25-yard distance from a pushoff for a number
of reasons. First, it was desirable to select a di.stance long enough
6■
for the subject to achieve full speed but short enough that fatigue
would not play a significant part. Second, a pushoff type st.art $ras
used to eli.minate differences between subjects in starting reaction
time and/or skill in the racing dive. Third, a di.stance longer than
25-yards would also incorporate reaction time and performance
differences for the turn. Further, turns involved the problem of
deceleration and acceleration as ghg swimmer approached and departed
from the wall. While it could be argued that testing over a range
of distances might produce more accurate results, the inherent problems
outlined above nake it highly impractical to do so.
Classif ication 
€ 
Swinrming Ability
In Chapter 4, Table 8 presents the means of the verti-cal jump and
reach performances when subjects were grouped by the actual events in
which they swam. The sprint group had the highest mean score, 28,9I
inches; the rriddle distance swirrners group had the second highest,
24.8L inches; while the dlstance swjluuers group had the lowest, 2L.77
inches. It is interesting to note that the means of the groups are
in the order which both the hypotheses and the literature predicted.
The sprint group scores ranged from a low of 26,5 inches to a high
of 32 inches, while the middle distance group had a range of 22,5
to 27 inches. The distance group ranged from 16.5 to 25 inches. rn
compari-son, Counsilnan (1977) has listed the following ranges;
sprinters 24 to 31 inches, middle di-st,ance swirmners 18 to 25 inches,
and distance swiruuers 11 to 22 inches. He attributes the overlapping
of groups to Ehe changeability of the FTFs in differenr types of
training, No attempt was made Eo determine whether there were significant
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differences between groups because they were not randonly selected
and the sample sizes were smaIl and unequal.
The results of this study indicate ranges which are slightly
higher than counsilmants. However, the cornell team had a lack of
quality distance and middle dlstance swimmers duri.ng thi.s season.
It ls possible that this is a reason for the range being so high.
Athletes with higher percenrages of FTFs (and higher jump scores)
would not perform as well in longer evenEs. Therefore, it, would be
expected thaE a team which is weak in distance and middle distance
event swirnmers would have a sllghtly higher range of scores, By and
large, hcwever, the results of this study are quite close to those
reported by Counsj.lman. Because he has tested a much greater ability
range (beginning competitive to world-class) than those used in this
study, Counslfunan's classification for determining swirming abllity
on the basi-s of vertical jump and reach scores is recomqended.
Suronary
Ihe reliability coefficients for the four swirming tests were all
acceptabl-e, No comparlsons could be found in the li.terature. The
reliabillty for the vertical junp and reach (R = .990) was also very
acceptable when compared to other studi.es. Considine (1970), Herman
(L976), and Parcells (1977) all reported reliability coefficienrs in
excess of .980. This study, as well as the preceding ones, used the
ANovA correlation method to determine intraclass reliability, The
high reliabillty of the jump and reach was obtained fron trials two
and three of the test.
Pearson product-monent correlations indicated significant
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relationshlps between the verEical jump and reach performance and sprint
performance in all four strokes. Significant relationships also were
found between the jump height/height ratio and all four strokes.
Iherefore, the nuI1 hypotheses that there would be no significant
correlati-ons between vertical jr:mp and reach performance and sprint
speed in the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, or butterfly and
Ehat there would be no signlficant correlations between the jump
height/height ratio and sprj.nt speed in the crawlstroke, backstroke,
breaststroke, or butterfly were all rejected at the .05 leve1 of
signi.f i.cance.
The results of the vertical jump and reach and jump helght/height
ratio correlatLons support the theories of Counsilman (1977) in regard
to the predictability of swinrmlng ability. They are also in agreement
hrlth many other studi-es (Costill et al., L976; Golnick et al., L972;
Komi et al., L977; Prj-nce et aI., L976; Tesch & Karlsson, L978;
Thorstensson, 1977; Thorstensson, Grimby, & Karlsson, L976; Thorstensson,
Larsson, Tesch, & Karlsson, L977; and Thorstensson, Sjbdin, Tesch, &
Karlsson, L977) done in the area of muscl-e fiber research.
Di-vision of subjects into the swi-nrning categorles in which they
actually participated revealed ranges of scores for their vertj.cal
jump and reach perforrnances which were slightly higher than Ehose
reported by Counsi.lman (1977). Counsi.lmanrs di.visi.ons were supported,
however, because they represented a much larger and more diverse sample
than dld the subjects in this study.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSTONS, AND RECOMIfENDATTONS
Surmary
Swiroming coaches are quite often faced with the task of trying
to decide whether a swiruner should be trained for sprint, rniddle
distance, or distance events. Thus, they have been searching for
easy methods to predict a swirnmerrs potential. The vertical jump and
reach test has been hypothesized to be such a predictor.
The purpose of this study was to det,ermine whether significant
relationships exi.st between vertical jump and reach performance
(represented by both the height of the jump and a ratio composed of
vertical junp height divlded by the subjectts height Ij,rrp height/height
ratio]) and sprint speed in four different swirming strokes. It was
hypothesized Lhat both the vertical junp and reach and the jump
height/height ratio would correlate significantly with 25-yard sprint
performance in the crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly.
Twenty-three volunteer mnle undergraduates on the Cornell University
varslty swiruning team were given three trials each of the vertical jump
and reach, Zi-yard crawlstroke, 25-yard backstroke, Z5-yard breaststroke,
arrd Zl-yard butterfly. The subjects were given 30 seconds rest between
the vertical jurnp and reach trials and at least 5 minutes rest between
swirnming tri-als. The vertical jump and reach was measured to the
nearest one-half inch and all sprint times were recorded to the
nearest one-hundredth of a second.
The criterion score of the vertical jump and reach was determined
to be the higher of trials two and three, while the criterion scores
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for the sprints were determi.ned to be the fastest of the three trials
of each sprint. Intraclass reliability was established by R values
of .990 for the vertical jump and reach, .994 for the crawlstroke,
.830 for the backstroke, .931 for the breaststroke, and .995 for the
butterfly, all of which were determined by the ANOVA method, Pearson
product-moment correlations revealed significant correlations between
the vertlcal jump and reach and all four strokes (rrs of -,733, -,569,
-,529, and -.546 for crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly,
respectively) and the jump height/height ratio (Irs of -,73L, -,568,
-.510, and -.598 for crawlstroke, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly,
respectively) ,
Slnce the results indicated that there were statistically significant
relationships between vertical junp and reach performance and sprint
speed, Counsllman!s classification system for determining swiruning
performance l^ras recoruoended,
Conclusions
lJithin the scope of this investigatlon, the following conclusions
were drawn:
1. Significant negative relationships
jurnp and reach performance and sprint speed
breaststroke, and butterfly,
2. Significant negative relationships
height/height ratio and sprint speed in the
breaststroke, and butterfly.
exist between vertical
in the crawlstroke, backstroke,
exi.st between the jump
crawlstroke, backstroke,
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Recorunendations
The following are recommendations for further study in this
area:
1. It is recomnended that the modified vertical power jump
be compared to sprinting ability.
2. It ls recorunended that a study be done which tests
specialists in their stroke of specialization rather than non-specialists
in all strokes.
3. It is recomnended that a larger number of subjects and a
wider range of abilitles be tested.
4. It is reconmended that swirmers of knowr. high ability in
sprint, mlddle distance, or distance events be tested to further
clarify the vertical junp height range for each of the three categories,
5. It is reconrmended that a study be done with fenale subJects
to determine a classification system for them since this study was
performed with only male subjects.
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Appendj.x A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
You are being asked to be a subject in a Masterrs study being
done by Frederick DeBruyn to study the relationship of vertical jump
and reach performance to sprinting ability in swiming. As a subject
in this study, yotr will be asked to do the following thlngs:
1. Participate in a verti-cal jr:mp and reach test urhich involves doing
a standing jump and touching a wall as high as you can. You will
be asked to do this three (3) times per testing session.
2. Swi.m one length (25-yards) sprints i.n four (4) different strokes,
butterfly, backsrroke, breaststroke, and freestyle, You will
also be asked to do thj.s three (3) tines per session with rest
in between.
You should understand that you are a volunteer and nay wlthdraw
as a subject at any time. A11 records will be held in strictest
confi.dence. Your signature below certifies that you are 18 years of
age or older and that you agree to participate in this study.
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Appendix B
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE VERTICAL JT]MP AND REACH
These are the instructions for the vertical jump and reach test.
You must stand faci-ng the wall with your feet about shoulder width
apart. Your toes should be touching the wall and your heels should be
flat on the ground. You must reach up with both hands and touch the
walI as high up as you can. I will measure your reach. After you have
been measured, you may take some practice junps. When you feel you
are ready, chalk your fingers and take your ready position. You may
move your arms and bend your knees as much as you want but you nay
not Bove your feet until you actually jump. Jurup as high as you can
and touch the walI at your maximum height. You will be allowed three
(3) trials with 30 seconds rest j-n between to rechalk your fingers
and re-position yourself. Each junp should be performed with maximum
effort.
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Appendix C
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 25.YARD SPRIMS
These are the instructions for the 25-yard sprint tests, After
you feel that you have had suffici-ent warrupr you are to come to me
to begln the sprints. You are to start in the qrater in a position
which you feel is comfortable for you as long as you have both of
your feet placed on the wa1l. I will tell you to begin with the
cormnndtfco.tt When you hear the cormand, you are to push off the
wal1 and swlm as fast as you can to the other end of the pool. You
will be gi-ven 12 trials, three each of butterfly, backstroke,
breaststroke, and crawlstroke. You will perform the tri.als in the
following order: three butterfly, three backstroke, three breaststroke,
and three crawlstroke. You will be allowed to perform one tri.al
every 5 minutes if you desj-re, but you wi-1l be allowed to take
more rest should you feel you reguire it,
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Appendix D
JllMP HEIGHT RAW DATA IN INCHES
Subject # Trial l Tria■ 2 Tria1 3
??
???
???
????
??????
????
?
?
???
?
?
???
???
??
21.5
23
31
28
28
28.5
26.5
24.5
27.5
21.5
25
25
21
22
20,5
21。5
26.5
24
22
24
23
16
27
22士
23士
32士
28.5士
29.5彙
29士
27士
25
27.5
22.5士
24.5
24.5士
21士
22士
20.5大
22
26
24
22士
25★
24大
15。5
27彙
22
22.5
31
28.5
29.5
29
27
25.5大
28士
22
25士
24
21
21.5
20
22.5士
26.5士
24.5★
21.5
24.5
24
16.5士
26.5
* = criterion score (selected to represent the subjectts ability in this
res r)
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Appendix E
CRAWLSTROKE RAW DATA IN SECONDS
Subject # Trial l Tria1 2 Tria1 3
???
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
????
?
???
?
????????
??
??
?
?
■■.34
11。04
10.81彙
11.■5
10.72彙
10。9■
10。99
11.03士
■■.84
■2.10士
■■,39
■■.44
11.59
12.35士
1■.9■士
12.84
■0。84
1■,40
11.73士
■■91■
10.73
12。37
10.8■士
1■.29士
11。04
10。87
11。10士
10。75
10,94
11。01
■1.09
■1。70彙
12.15
11.32★
■1.52
11.53士
12.38
11,95
12.82
10。91
11.32
11,79
11.16
10.84
12。46
10。90
11.33
11。03士
10。91
11.11
10,77
10.84士
10,95士
11.06
■■。80
■2.13
11。42
11。43彙
11.59
12.46
11.99
12.73士
10.82士
11.30■
11.77
11。03士
10。72彙
12.21士
10。89
* = criterion score (selected to represent the subjectrs ability in this
test)
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Appendix F
BACKSTROKE RAW DATA IN SECONDS
Subject // Trial l Tria1 2 Tria1 3
??
??
????
??
??
???
??
??
??
??
??
?．
??
??
?
?????
13.77
14。36
13.31
12.94
12.58士
11.45
13.19
12。99
12,75
14.■■
12.99士
■3.66彙
■3.20
16.51
■3.66
16.23
■3.24士
13.33士
14.34
12.5■
13.07
14,33
11。60
13.69大
14。28
13。06士
12.97
12.63
11.60
13.18士
13.20
■2.65
14。30
13.21
13.66
13.03士
16.47夫
13.55士
16.23
13.41
13.33
14.38
12.49
13.06彙
■4.23大
11.59彙
13.74
14。18士
13。08
■2.86士
12.67
11.31大
13.24
12.97士
12.61大
14。06よ
13.14
13.74
13,11
16,53
13.57
16.19彙
13.32
13.40
14.26彙
12.43士
13。06
14.25
11.66
* = criteri-on score (selected to represent the subjectts ability in this
res t)
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Appendix G
BREASTSTROKE RAW DATA IN SECONDS
Subject il Trial l Tria1 2 Tria1 3
?
??
?
?
??
?
???
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
?．
??
??
?
??
???
?
?
■6.71
14.99
15.29
■2.57士
15。31
15.31★
14.52
■4.60
15。29
■8.32
14.69
14.92
16.74★
16.56
■5。70
18.99
■2.9■
16.79
15.81★
■5.38
15。21★
16,78
15.5■★
16.60士
15。17
15。25士
■2.71
15.45
15.47
14.48
14.49★
15。27
18.29
14。72
■4.79士
16.83
16.50
15,71
19.02
12.80お
16.70
15,84
15.27
15。26
16.77
15。53
16.79
14。93士
■5。34
■2.63
15.26士
15,43
14.30大
14.49
15。26カ
18.16士
14.66士
14。90
16,82
16.47士
15.65■
18。91士
12.85
16.69士
15。83
15。22お
15.28
16.69★
15.62
* = criterion score (selected to represent the subjectts ability in this
tes t)
IIHACA COLLEGE 
LIBRARY
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Appendix H
BUTTERFLY RAW DATA IN SECONDS
Subject /l Tria■ 1 Tria1 2 Tria1 3
???
?
??
?
??
????
?????
?
?
??
?
??
???
????
?
?
??
?
12.95
12.13士
12.21
■2.06彙
11.84
11.95
11.74
■2.78
11。68大
■2。40大
12.17
13.41
12.88大
13.36
12。94
14。92
12.72
■2.85
12.99
12.21
11.92
12,99
11.74
12.93
12.20
12.21
12.11
11.91
11.93
11.69士
12.88
11.71
12.40
12.25
■3,32
12,92
13.33
12,91
14.92
12.70
12,87
13,02
12.11彙
1■987☆
13。11
11。76
12.89■
■2.19
12.14士
12.20
11.79彙
11.90彙
11。80
12.76士
11.77
12.46
12.15彙
13.25大
12。97
13.21士
12.80士
14.91士
12.67彙
12。71士
12.87★
12.14
11。93
12.96大
11。70☆
* = criterion score (selected to represent the subjectts ability in this
tes t)
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SUB」ECTS' HEIGHTS IN
工
」UMP HEIGHT/HEIGHT RATIOS
Appendix
INCHES AND
Subject // Height
」ump Height/
Height Ratio
。297
.329
.471
.419
.428
。397
.397
.349
。412
.336
.327
.352
,292
.293
,277
.300
。368
.345
,286
.347
.333
.239
,380
?
?
??
?
?
????
?
?
???
???
???
??
????
?
?????
??
???
???
??
??
?
??????
?
?
?
??
??
?????
?
?
??
?
?
???
?????
???
??
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